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Situation Overview: 
 
You are a management consultant tasked with presenting to the board of Sony, one of the 

largest and most storied media & entertainment companies in the world. 

 
Sony is launching its highly anticipated “Playstation 5” on 12th November 2020, likely to much 

global fanfare. The Board and Executives are seeking to develop a strategy to ensure its 

successful launch and monetization, while positioning Sony for future financial strength. 

 

Sony’s gaming segment has historically relied on a highly dedicated customer base of 

Playstation users who purchase new hardware (e.g. PS3, PS4) every 5-10 years, plus a new 

set of games in between hardware updates. As the definition of “gaming” expands beyond 

consoles and discs, and towards cloud-driven immersive experiences, Sony will need to find 

new ways to keep customers loyal and dedicated, all while continuing to monetize this base in 

between console releases.  

 

Your directive is to develop a business plan for Sony’s game & network services 

segment. Specifically, you should address the following questions:  

 

1. How can Sony best monetize the Playstation 5 over the next 5-10 years? Please create a 

business plan for the PS5. Please specify, in US dollars, both how much revenue your plan 

can generate, and how much profit. In this business plan, you might consider addressing 

some, but not necessarily all, of the below questions:  

a. How will this business plan vary by geographic region? 

b. To what extent should Sony prioritize console sales versus any additional 

products/services (e.g. games, subscriptions)? 

c. To what extent should Sony try to grow unit sales (consoles, games, or subscriptions) 

vs. raise prices of existing products?  

d. To what extent can Sony leverage synergies with their other business segments, such 

as music, film, and electronics?  

e. How should Sony prioritize selling to existing Sony customers, winning new customers 

loyal to other games, or converting non-gamers into potential customers?  

2. As Sony begins to develop their plan for the Playstation 6, and even the Playstation 7, what 

are some key considerations for management to ensure Sony continues to grow for the 

next 50-100 years?  

3. Part of Sony’s publicly stated corporate mission is to “generate sustainable social value.” In 

launching the PS5, as well as future gaming products, how can Sony best achieve this 

mission while simultaneously growing their profits?  

 

Use the material in this pack, as well as any additional research that your team completes, to 

create a PowerPoint deck of up to 10 slides, but no longer, detailing your strategy and 

recommendations. 



 

 
 

Creating Your Deck: 
 
Here are some guidelines and tips regarding how your Google Slides presentation should be 

formatted and structured: 

 
1. Google Slides can be a maximum of 10 slides. 

2. Avoid using font sizes smaller than 10pt. 

3. Make sure there is no overflow outside of the slide. 

4. Try to keep formatting consistent throughout your deck. 

5. White space is your friend! Avoid trying to cram too much information into each slide. 

6. The file name should be your team’s ID number (e.g. if your ID number is 100, the 

PowerPoint should be titled 100.ppt). 

7. Back up your arguments with evidence. Take data and craft it into effective visuals to 

support your points. 

8. Avoid writing your team members’ names or your team name anywhere in the 

PowerPoint. 

9. Make sure to proofread your slides! 

 

The slides will be evaluated according to the following criteria: 
 
 



 

 
 

Overview of the Global Video Game Market 
 

 
 
PwC forecasts the global videogame & esports market to be growing at ~6.5% through 2023, 
driven app-based gaming, as well as online/microtransactions. This market is forecasted to be 
worth ~$162B USD worldwide by 2023.  
 
The market is in a state of flux, as the balance between traditional and non-traditional gaming 
formats continues to shift, at different rates in varying regions. China, an enormous market 
dominated by social/casual revenue, has become the largest in the world, ahead of the US, 
which is still reliant on PC and console gaming, as the social/casual segment becomes 
increasingly important. The video games market is attracting a diverse audience with an equal 
mix of gender and a broad range of age groups, ranging from pre-teens through to over-70s. 
Globally, revenue is moving online, where esports generates a currently modest total but is at 
the influential center of an emerging gaming culture focused on streaming, social media and 
celebrity gamers. Innovation continues with the slow march of VR, new free-to-play models, and 
the imminent arrival of a new generation of console hardware.  
 
New devices and business models have dramatically shaken up the console games market, 
with the “generational” hardware release model beginning to break down. A new round of 4K-
enabled hardware is expected from Sony and Microsoft, although this is likely to represent less 
of a break from the current generation because both platform-holders want to move away from 
the cyclical nature of console hardware. Nintendo, meanwhile, is enjoying success with its 
much-younger Switch console, which is focused on innovation rather than raw processing 
power.  
 
Digital sales are displacing physical—gradually, and nowhere near as fast as the collapse seen 
in other physical media. Sales of physical boxed games are set to decline across almost all 
markets, as it’s less expensive for publishers to sell digital copies of games. But unlike 
publishers of other traditional media, video game companies are seeing digital help grow the 



 

 
 

overall market, as it has opened up new game types, genres, and payment models.1 
 

 
Steam as a Third-Party Platform 
 

 
 

Sony plans to launch the PS5 during the 2020 year-end consumer season. Although the PS4 
was a major success in terms of earnings, the PS5 is likely to generate even more profits. Like 
the PS4, third-party game developers are treating the PS5 as a key platform, and the game 
pipeline is plentiful. In an interview in the February 2020 edition of Dengeki PlayStation, Sony 
Interactive Entertainment’s Shuhei Yoshida said that the PS5’s development environment would 
allow for the easiest content creation ever, and that this has been well received by developers.  
 
The above chart shows the number of games that have been released on Steam 
(Statista/JPMorgan). In recent years, more third-party developers are taking a multi-platform 
approach to launching games, and there is a significant correlation in the trends for the number 
of titles on Steam and the number on PS platforms. The title numbers are increasing for both 
traditional single-purchase games and free-to-play. The number of titles on Steam has been 
rising rapidly since around the middle of the PS4 cycle and is maintaining momentum. This 
means that the PS5 is launching from a very different position than the PS4. After also 
considering that the PS5 will offer backward compatibility that should allow users to play more 
than 4,000 titles launched for PS4, a steady expansion in content choices becomes available to 
users.2  
 
 
 

 
1 Source: PwC Global Videogames and Esports Report, 2019-2023 
2 Source: JPMorgan Analyst Coverage of Sony, January 2020 



 

 
 

PS5 Earnings Potential 
 
The chart below presents a ‘blue sky’ scenario based on spending per unit for heavy iPhone 
users (assuming signup for all of Apple’s subscription services). At this level, cumulative 
spending per unit for the PS5 (5 years post launch) works out to ¥300k, suggesting potential for 
Sony’s operating profits to rise to as much as ¥2,965B in FY 3/25. However, with subscription 
services and in-app purchase models having become established among users alongside an 
increase in the number of games, there are considerable earnings potential for the PS5.3  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
3 Source: JPMorgan Playstation 5 Sales Forecast, July  2020 



 

 
 

Sony Business Segments 
 

 
Despite overall industry growth, Sony saw a loss in FY19 over FY18, driven in part by lighter 
game & network services revenues, and a global weakening of the yen relative to the dollar. 
Sony’s 2020 “Corporate Report” provides insight into segment level performance.4 
 

Game & Network Services (G&NS) 
 
GG&NS is distinguished by stable recurring revenue streams, including sales of first-party titles, 
licensing royalties from third-party game software sales companies, and network revenues 
derived from PSN, which account for the growing shares of the total G&NS revenue. 
Additionally, earnings volatility, driven by the console cycle, has been decreasing in response to 
efforts to reduce the cyclical variability of expenses. G&NS limits fluctuations in its assets within 
a certain range by outsourcing most hardware production and expensing many new-console 
development costs. It invests in M&A, mainly involving game software developers, and in R&D 
to strengthen content IP. 

 
4 Source: Sony Corporate Report 2020 



 

 
 

 
Music 
 
Recorded music is a relatively capital-efficient business as revenues from digital distribution and 
sales of physical media are shared with artists and other partners. Sony has a vast music 
catalog amassed through major music publishing acquisitions. Although the Music segment has 
a low ROIC (return on invested capital), it is structured with a view toward earning stable 
revenues in the form of royalties, for example, and generating stable cash flows over the long 
term. The Music segment is actively engaged in discovering and developing talent. It also seeks 
opportunities to expand its catalog through acquisitions. In the fiscal year ended March 31, 
2019, its invested capital increased substantially as a result of the acquisition of EMI Music 
Publishing. Music catalog assets are highly liquid, reflecting how the music catalog is an 
aggregation of previously fragmented content. 
 
Pictures 
 
Motion pictures generate near to long-term revenue from digital distribution and television 
licensing in addition to box office revenue. Stable revenue can also be expected from the 
television production and media networks businesses, the former from its many popular 
television series and the latter from both subscription fees and advertising. 
 
Because content production and acquisition costs are capitalized as deferred motion picture 
production expenses and recovered over lengthy timeframes, the Pictures segment has more 
invested capital than it otherwise would. It invests in mid-sized acquisitions of, for example, 
movie and television production companies. 
 
Electronics Products & Solutions (EP&S) 
 
EP&S pursues a high-value-added strategy that places priority on profitability over sales 
volume. It focuses on stringently controlling costs through such means as integration of 
development, production, logistics and sales operations among Group companies, in addition to 
restructuring initiatives that extend to inventory management as well as cost structure. 
 
R&D investment is focused on differentiated technologies and high-value-added products in the 
AV space. Capital expenditures mainly consist of ordinary investments that generally do not 
exceed depreciation. No major expenditures are planned at present. 
 
Imaging & Sensing Solutions (IS&S) 
 
I&SS’s core product is image sensors. I&SS is on a solid growth trajectory underpinned by its 
technological prowess in CMOS image sensors and large market share. In addition to mobile 
applications, it plans to branch into new applications, including automotive and factory 
automation.  
 
Unlike semiconductor makers that must frequently upgrade production lines, the image sensor 
business is distinguished by capital expenditure requirements that are usually relatively low. It 
can differentiate products by improving their performance or adding new functionality without 
having to retool. It is currently investing heavily in R&D and capital expenditure to meet 
anticipated strong demand and develop software and new products with AI processing 
capabilities. 
 



 

 
 

Financial Services 
 
Sony Life earns stable revenue from a unique business model of providing life insurance 
tailored to customers’ individual life plans through in-depth consultations. Sony Assurance earns 
revenue from direct sales of a variety of insurance products, mainly automobile insurance, to 
individual consumers. Sony Bank offers mortgage loans and foreign-currency deposits to 
consumers via online services.  
 
While focusing on remaining operationally sound as a financial institution, Sony Financial Group 
is developing products and services that incorporate technology and respond to social or 
environmental changes across all its businesses. It also seeks to add more value through the 
Lifeplanner channel in which Sony Life, SFG’s core company, features.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

Future of Cloud Gaming 
 

Though previous Playstation generations rely primarily on “on-premise” gaming, in which users 
place a game disk into a console, or download an entire game onto their local device, the “cloud 
gaming” segment—in which users are connected to the cloud infrastructure throughout their 
session, is growing at a ~99% CAGR from ’18-24 according to SNL Kagan, which estimates 
that by 2024 there will be ~124M global paying users of cloud gaming, with a total revenue of 
~$15B US dollars.5  
 

 

 
These trends are especially since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. According to Deloitte’s 
2019 Digital Media Survey, ~11% of global respondents have increased their usage of paid 
gaming services.  

 
 
 
Similarly, from the Deloitte survey, ~27% of respondents have played video games to socially connect, and 
~34% to interact with family. The implication of this finding is that, as gaming shifts to the cloud, the 
possibilities for social gaming begin to expand. Gaming may begin to look less like a discrete solitary 

 
5 Source: SNL Kagan Global Cloud Gaming Market Forecast, September 2020 



 

 
 

activity, and more like a contemporary social network.6 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Video games include some of the most complicated content yet to enter the streaming revolution, and as 
cloud gaming begins to scale, streaming technologies and telecom networks may find it difficult to deliver 
top gaming experiences on par with existing solutions. The video game industry is mature, and its 
success has only grown. It is unclear whether the prospect of cloud gaming offers enough incentive for 
game companies and players to radically change how they create, distribute, and consume video games. 
Nevertheless, many technology and telecom companies are steadily moving into media and 
entertainment, and even game companies are beginning to think like broadcasters. 
 
Indeed, some have dubbed cloud gaming “the Netflix of video gaming.”5 This comparison may be 
instructive, but not for the ways many people think. Netflix introduced its streaming service in 2007 and in 
four years had exceeded 23 million subscribers—over 280 percent growth, mostly in streaming.6 Few at 
the time recognized the value of streaming, so competition was minimal, and the company found it 
relatively easy to license content. Neither of these conditions exists today, and streaming video games is 
a much bigger technical challenge than streaming video. (Source: Deloitte) 
 
Several cloud gaming companies failed to captivate consumers at the beginning of this decade. Most 
notably, in 2010, OnLive made a lot of noise, offering instant access to popular game titles via an 
affordable set-top box or a desktop app. But it quickly became apparent that the technology and network 
infrastructure at that time was incapable of supporting it. Most users, even those with a very fast internet 
connection, experienced a choppy gaming experience caused by high or unstable connection latency. 
Since then, investments from Google, Intel, Microsoft, and Nvidia have led to significantly improved – but 
not yet perfected – cloud architecture and video-compression algorithms to support cloud gaming. 
Technical challenges and questions around the business model remain, but cloud gaming providers are 

now significantly better positioned for success than their predecessors were almost 10 years 
ago. The global proliferation of fast internet connectivity has also significantly increased the 

 
6 Source: Deloitte, “Future of Cloud Gaming,” 2020. 



 

 
 

addressable market (source: Ovum). 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Next Generation: An AR/VR future 
 

Technological leaps in hardware and software have brought AR to billions of devices. The 

success of Pokémon GO in 2016 and the release of Apple's and Google's AR developer tool 

kits have propelled the popularity of mobile AR games and applications. Hugely popular face-

augmenting "selfie filters," initially popularized by Snapchat, are now also widely available on 

most social networking and photo apps; these have also demonstrated the basic capabilities of 

AR to most smartphone users. 

 

Game makers are increasingly looking to integrate AR features to deliver uniquely immersive 

gaming experiences not available on traditional gaming platforms. Unlike Pokémon GO or 

Wizards Unite, which utilize AR sparingly, the next-generation mobile AR games such as 

Microsoft's upcoming Minecraft Earth will utilize AR extensively as the main component of 

gameplay. More "immersive" mobile games like Minecraft Earth will emerge, allowing numerous 

players in the same physical space to interact with virtual worlds.  

 

According to Ovum Consulting’s estimates, in 2020 the installed base of AR-capable 

smartphones will be a whopping 3.6 billion, a significant addressable market for game makers to 

target. The use of advertising in conjunction with AR features will also grow rapidly, driven by 

Google's strong involvement in this space. App makers will look to utilize AR advertising 

alongside traditional monetization methods. Because interacting with virtual objects by holding 

up a phone provides a limiting immersive gaming experience, talks around gaming AR headsets 

will also be renewed. 

 

Although VR headsets have failed to excite consumers to the extent that many predicted, their 



 

 
 

global installed base continues to grow and will reach 79 million units in 2020. VR suffers from 

the classic "chicken-and-egg" situation over content: games developers are reluctant to invest in 

content until the headset market takes off, but the limited range of quality content is a major 

barrier to headset adoption. Despite its significantly smaller user base, VR will generate more 

revenue than mobile AR games, thanks to a more engaged and dedicated user base (see below 

figure). 
 

 



 

 
 

The Cost of Cloud 

 

The next-generation mobile AR games, available to billions of smartphones, will require continuous 

data connection to provide immersive experiences. Likewise, streaming VR content requires very fast 

and low-latency internet connections. It is important to highlight that both AR and VR are nascent 

technologies in the context of the broader media and entertainment industry. Nevertheless, the use of 

these technologies will continue to grow. The impressive capabilities of 5G mean network operators 

are well positioned to offer premium data plans geared toward AR and VR gaming users. 

 

Media & entertainment consultancy Altman Solon forecasts the cost cloud compute to be declining at 

a ~5.3% CAGR through 2028, which is a promising sign for the future profitability of AR/VR games, 

especially as large entertainment co.’s and videogame developers remain, for the most part, reliant 

on the cloud giants of Amazon, Microsoft, and Google.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

Sony Financial Model 
 

As appendix material for this case study, we have included a ~20-year financial model for Sony. This 
xls file includes the three major financial statements, as well as a revenue build by Sony’s operating 
segments.  
 
In no way are you expected to create output similar to this model, or even use this file, but you may 
find it useful as you analyze Sony’s financial health over the past several years, and make a 
projection for Playstation sales in the next 5-10 years.  
 
For example, you’ll find in this model a breakdown of Playstation hardware and software sales, by 
generation, over the past several years:  
 

 
 
 
Please refer to the attached file for further details and remember—your job is to keep your 
recommendations clear, concise, and high level. The financial model should support your work, 
rather than become the focus of it.



 

 
 

Further Reading and Resources 
 
Feel free to consult the following resources for further information and to help in your analysis. 

  
Additional Information on Sony: 

 
● OOfficial company website 
● I nvestor Relations materials 
● Sony’s Yahoo Finance Page 

 
 
 
Global Video Game Market 

 

●  “The Future of Cloud Gaming,” Deloitte. 

https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/industry/telecommunications/future-of-

cloud-gaming.html 

● “Video Game Industry – Statistics & Facts.” – Statista 

https://www.statista.com/topics/868/video-games/ 

 

 

Financial: 
 
Financial modelling and accounting knowledge are not necessary for your team to do well. 

However, the following resources may help develop your financial acumen and/or support your 

analytical work. 

 
● “Financial Statements,” Investopedia 

h ttps://www.investopedia.com/terms/f/financial-statements.asp 
● “Corporate Finance & Accounting,” Investopedia. 

h ttps://www.investopedia.com/corporate-finance-and-accounting-4689821 
● “Overview of Financial Modelling,” Corporate Finance Institute, June 18th, 2017. 

h ttps://corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/knowledge/modeling/what-is-financial-mo d 

eling/ 

 
We highly recommend that your team also conducts your own research. There are many 

fantastic sources out there that extend beyond the scope of the materials listed in this case 

study! 

 
We wish you the best of luck and we look forward to reviewing your PowerPoint presentations. 

file:///C:/Users/shagen/Downloads/sony.net
http://www.sony.net/sonyinfo
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/quote/SNE/
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/industry/telecommunications/future-of-cloud-gaming.html
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/industry/telecommunications/future-of-cloud-gaming.html
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/f/financial-statements.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/corporate-finance-and-accounting-4689821
https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/knowledge/modeling/what-is-financial-modeling/
https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/knowledge/modeling/what-is-financial-modeling/
https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/knowledge/modeling/what-is-financial-modeling/

